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Halfway between virtual reality and augmented
reality, this fighting game renews the codes of
fighting games by integrating the silhouette of the
player into the various maps of the game.
As the default characters in the game, the players
can film themselves by following the tutorial with
the series of movements required for the game
(punches, uppercuts, active guarding, kicks) and find
themselves propelled in the video game!
Once their video had been recorded, the simple
'integration editor of the game YOUFIGHT makes
their images playable and characters can interact
with the others!

The feeling of the fight, the power of the punches
and the euphoria of the victory... Each
characteristics of fighting sport is in YOUFIGHT, the
first video game with video captures of true people
as game characters!
Come and beat your enemies in multiplayer or local
session and become the most powerful hero of the
game !
ln campaign or in action when you create your owh
combos and skills , the pleasure of seeing you in
action will always be there in YOUFIGHT.
,
Boxer or real fighter, an authentic mode is here for
satisfy your desire for realisme.
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This technologie has been reward at the lndie
1Garde:in Assembly 'at Valencienne !
-
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Mr:. Fatah BeQgut,nna (on,tfie rig9t) and Kirouha (on
ther/eft) at the lndie Garden Assembly at Valencienne
1 when YOUFIGHT receive tl)e innovation prize
•I'" ,

The idea of Y0UFIGHT cornes into Fatah Benguenna's mind when he · ' ,
was finishing an educational software of video captures:
· 1
"Sport, video games... To combine both with its artistic style is'
transcendent, and to think outside the box, not for the misplaced
vanity of the pioneers, but for the pleasure of surpassing myself when
daily life rhymes with challenges.
1

At the head of the company of expertise in software 0pe�cap, he 1
wishes at the moment to develop video games for general public.
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